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As insulation standards :iJTprove, heat loss by ventilation becomes a larger 
proportion of the total beat loss from a house. With natural ventilation 
this heat loss is also largely unpredictable since it depends on the way the 
house is used. If ventilation is to be under the control of the house
holder, a tight house is necessary so that casual leakage ventilation is 
minimised. 'lhis bas :iJTplications for house design, choice of building 
~nents and standards of worlom.nship. 'Ibe requirem:mts of a rrechanical 
ventilation system are that water vapour and odours are r01TDved at source 
and that fresh air is supplied to 1i ving l'OCXIB and bedrooms . 'Ibe prefeITed 
way of achieving this is to have ducted supply and extract air stream; with 
a linking heat exchanger which reclaiJJB about 60% of heat Ml.ich would other
wise be wasted. Economics are attractive Ml.en compared with the energy 
loss caused by opening windol.Ys • 

INTRODUCTION 

In winter the interior of a house is heated to lo0c to '2£Pc above the outside air temperature. 'Ibe 
energy required to maintain this temperature difference depends not only on how the house is con
structed but also on bow it is used. Field trials on groups of identical houses show typically a 
2:1 variation in energy bills. Much of this variability is attributed to losses from different 
ventilation rates. Controlled ventilation systens provide an opportunity to achieve comfortable 
conditions at a predictable cost. 

HOUSE HEAT LOSS 

A typical 200 m3 house may have a fabric heat loss of about 4 to 5 kW for a design t~rature 
difference of lSoC. Using well known insulation teclmiques it is possible that this could be re
duced to less than 2 kW. 

Heat is also lost by ventilation because hot air escapes f:rcm the house and the cold air coming in 
to replace it nrust be heated to comfort temperature. 'Ibis heat loss depends on the temperature 
difference between the air Ml.ich is thrown away and the air entering the hou.se. If we asst.UDa 
again that the inside to outside temperature difference is 1Soe then the heat loss from veotilatioo 
is 

200 x (air change rate per hour l x 18 x 990 x 1. 25 
3600 x 1000 

= 1.24 kW per air change/hour 

where the density of air = 1.25 kg nr3 and the specific heat of air = 990 J kg-1x-1 . 

It can be seen from these figures that if the fabric beat loss is reduced below 2 kW and if the 
ventilation rate is allowed to increasu much above one air change per hour, then the ventilation 
heat loss would beo:me the main heat loss fran the house . Control of the ventilation rate is thus 
seen to be essential if a 'low energy' house is to wozit. Ho.vever, the comfort and convenience of 
the people living in the house nrust not be sacrificed, and if possible it should be inproved. 

WHY VENTILATE? 

Cbviously the ventilation heat loss can be m:l.n:im:ised simply by reducing the ventilation rate but 
there are limits to this approach. People want 'fresh air'. So Mi.y is ventilation needed? 
There are five main reasons: 

(1) to supply oxygen for breathing, 
(2) to renx:>ve exhaled carbon dioxide 
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PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE 

Examples of various system; have been tested in an unoccupied test house. Ventilation maasuremants 
showed that the nechanical ventilation added on to what \\Ould be expected by natural ventilation but 
the flow rates in the ventilation system itself were unaffected by the wind. Ha.vever, this 
eaphasises the necessity of having a tight house with a very low background ventilation rate. 

About 60% of the ventilation heat loss is recovered and is used to preheat the fresh air to the 
living roorrs. 

Air speeds n:easured in the :rCIOIIl3 ("' 0. 1 m/s) would be unlikely to produce draught cortt>laints. 

Insufficient evidence is available yet to know whether wincbw opening in winter is discouraged by 
having a ventilation system installed in the house. 

ENERGY COSTS 

Ventilation is nonnally controlled by opening and closing windows. Ho.vever, quite mderate window 
opening can result in enonrous increases in ventilation rate even in other rocm; of the house where 
the windows are closed. Ventilation rates have been iooasured continoously in a three bedroom semi
detached house with one bedroom windJw open by various !llIX)unts. 'lhe windows were pivoted at the 
mid-point of the vertical edges. Window width was 700 nm and height 900 om. By imasuring the 
ventilation rate continoously the influence of the weather was followed and wide variations of vent
ilation rate were maasured, up to seven air changes per hour throughout the house when there was a 
strong wind directly onto the open window. 'lhe house was heated continoously to 19oC internal 
temperature with results as gi.ven in the following table: 

Window condition 

all closed 
one bedroom window open 4° 
one bedroom window open 110 

Mean whole house 
ventilation rate 

ac/h 

0.30 
0.73 
3.0 

Measured ventilation heat loss 
Tutal heat lo.ss 

% 

10 
21 
45 

'Ihis hou:;e was built to 1975 Building Regulations and is cccpl.I'3.tively tight, having a fairly low 
background ventilation rate of 0. 3 air changes/hour. '!his explains why the ventilation heat loss 
is only 10% of the total when the windows are closed. However, opening one wincb.v increases the 
ventilation tenfold; the ventilation heat loss then becares nearly half the total heat loss. 

If this house was ins.Ulated to reduce the fabric heat loss to 40% of its present value, v.hich is 
possible using available techniques, the absolute value of the ventilation heat loss would reim.in 
the sane but with one window open it would now represent 67% of the total house heat loss. 

ECONOMICS OF MECHANICAL VENTILATION 
. 

If a house is ventilated at O .5 to 1.5 air changes per hour with wincbws closed, then installation 
of a nechanical system would result in excessive ventilation and would never be econanic. Inter_; 
mittently used local extract fans would however still be applicable. 

Fortuitous ventilation must be reduced to less than about O .2 air changes per hour before a 
nechanical system can be economic·. 

Assuming the resulting ventilation rate averages 1 air change per hour, the annual ventilation heat 
loss, for a rooan internal temperature of lSoC, is about 4000 kWh per year, Miich can be reduced to 
1600 kWh if 60% of the heat is recla.:ilted. 'Ille apparent saving by heat recovery is 2400 kWh, about 
£65 (assuming electric heating, 75% of units at 5.33p and 25% at 1.82p). For an investment of over 
£1000 this cbes not look very attractive. However, the true saving is much greater because the 
alternative is to rely on opening wincbws. 

Measureuents have shown nean ventilation rates of 3 air changes per hour with one window open and 
arol.llld 10 air changes per hour if windows are open on both sides of a typical house. If the venti
lation rate was 3 air changes per hour throughout the winter then the ventilation heat loss \\Uuld 
be 12000 kWh per year. 
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IMPLICATIONS FOR HOUSE DESIGN 

toodern houses with all wincbws and external. doors closed have natural ventilation rates of 0 .5 to 
1.5 air changes per hour. 'Ihe addition of any extra rmchanical ventilation will add to this 
figure and result in excessive ventilation for much of the time. Therefore, before the ventila
tion can be controlled by windows or mechanical ventilation, the house structure must be 'tight'. 
Fortunately house tightness can be measured easily by a pressurisation test and the same test also 
shO\VS that the leakage gaps in a house occur at every corner and joint, especially where tir.ri>er 
rreets brick\rork, i.e. around the outside of window frrures, where ;floor joists rest in holes in the 
inner leaf of the external. waJ.l. 'Ihe now C01111Dn practice of dry lining instead of wet plastering 
can also provide mre leakage paths. 

'lb.us, before controlled ventilation can be achieved, the details of ho.v houses are built must be 
looked at very carefully to see where fortuitous leakage can be avoided. Seals must be provided 
between wincbw frames and brick\l.Qrk. Holes where services penetrate the envelope llDJSt be made 
good. Loft hatches must be draughtstripped. Joist hangers should be used. New ideas in 
architectural detailing and probably i.IqJroved on-site supervision are required until the ne.v 
techniques becooe established. 

Having obtained a tight house envelope the ventilation openings llU.ISt then be provided where 
required. Since ducting may have to be ooncealed above the ground floor ceiling, the floor joist 
direction my be critical and it is important that the mechanical ventilation system should be 
incorporated into the house design at the earliest possible stage. 

Room to room return air paths will nonnally take place through internal doorways and if the doors 
are unusually tight fitting it will be necessary to provide transfer grilles or slots for this 
purpose. 

VENTILATION SYSTEMS 

'!he simplest trechanical ventilation system is an extract fan in the kitchen. This may be supple
mented by extract fans in WC and bathroom with ti.Irers so that they operate only when requi.red. 
These systems a.re conm::>n for intennittent use, contaminants are prevented from spreading from 
utility to living I'OOll6 but the ventilation rate is not controlled when the fans are off, which is 
rrost of the tima. 

If a house can be n:ade relatively 'tight' then the provision of extracts in kitchen, bathroom and 
WC, together with air inlets in living roons and bedrooms, will ensure that as well as reiroving 
contaminants at source, fresh air is supplied where it is 11Dst needed. For this system to succeed 
the fortuitous leaks in the house structure must be much smaller than the air inlet slots, other
wise short circuiting will occur and rooms will be unventilated. Conventional cooker hoods and 
extract fans are relatively noisy which would be very undesirable for a continoously running system. 
A quieter and neater system is achieved using a central fan connected to a cooker hood and ceiling 
extracts in the batbroom/WC by ducting. Camlercially available systam have flow rates of about 
200 m3/h with a 70 watt fan, having at least two speed capability. 

'Lhe extract only system;, while cheap and si.IqJle to install, nay still sUffer sorre wind-dependence 
of individual roan fresh air ventilation and al.so all of the heat in the extracted air is being 
thrown aJNay. It is then but a small step to install a heat exchanger in the path of outgoing air 
and use it to preheat the incoming air, which of course must now be ducted to each room. This 
oore than doubles the conplexity and cost of the ventilation system but gives lower running costs 
because of heat recovery and rrore positive ventilation which is independent of the weather. 

Schematic diagrans of both sygterrs are shown in Figure 1. There are two main variations depending 
on whether the fans and heat exchangers are incorporated into an enlarged cooker hood in the kitchen 
or rem::>tely sited in the loft. The fonrer has the advantage of accessibility for cleaning and 
maintenance whereas equipnEnt in the loft may not receive regular attention; however, :t;he extra 
ductwork in the kitchen takes up a lot of space. 

It is generally recomoonded that fresh air supply into l'OOllS is at high level to ·avoid draughts. 
An alternative is at low level behind or belc:m panel heaters. 'Ihe kitchen extract ducting to a 
rerrote fan is usually 150 mn dianeter, as are the main supply and extract ducts for the whole 
house. 80 mn ducting is adequate for indi victual room air supplies . Acoustic dampers are usually 
necessary b~tween the fresh air fan and the roan diffusers. 

The main problem in system design is fitting the ducting into the house structure with the mininn.m 
of intrusion into the living space. Coirp::lnents and ducting in the loft nrust be the:nnally 
insulated. 
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(3) to renDve water vapour (avoiding condensation and 'stuffiness'), 
(4) to ren:ove odours, 
( 5) air supply for oonbustion appliances . 

These requirements are sumiarised in British Standard 5925: 1980, e.g., if three people (non
srrokers) are considered to be seated in a 3) m3 roan then fresh air supplies for (1), (2) and (4) 
are required as follows: 

l/s acfh 

oxygen supply 0.3 0.04 
002 reIIDval. 2.4 0.3 
odour :renDval. 15.0 1.8 

It is seen that fresh air requirezrents for breathing are rninima.l.; the main reason for ventilation 
is to renove odours. 

Conbustion appliances are a special case which will not be considered here. 

Water vapour renX>val and control of humidity are an :inp)rtant function of ventilation which cannot 
be dealt with as sinl>ly as odours. Th.is is because water vapour sources within the house are gen
erally localised and inte:nni.ttent, for eXaJTJ)le: 

Sleeping adult produces 0.04 kg/h of water vapour 
Cooking ~. 5 kg/h ) 
Clothes washing ~.2 kg/h ) very variable 
Clothes drying -ul kg/h ) 

Th.is shows that the ma.in sources of water vapour are predictable and localised and require special 
provision. Water vapour from people at a rate of 0. 04 to O. 05 kg/h will not be a problem if the 
ventilation criterion for odours is satisfied, e.g., assl..ID9 3 people in a 3) m3 room as above, water 
vapour is being produced at a rate of O .15 kgfh and ventilation is at a rate of 1. 8 ac/h. The 
equilibrium concentration of water vapour in the room frcm respiration is only 0 .00035 kg/kg air, 
which is sufficient to raise the relative humidity by 2% at 20oC or 4.5% at lOoC. 

Odours arising from snoking are stronger than nomal body odours and will often require higher ven
tilation rates. BS 5925 gives an average requireJmnt of 7 litre/second per SlIDker. 

HOW TO VENTILATE? 

Ventilation in houses can be described as fortuitous when all windows and external doors are closed, 
entering through numerous cracks in the house, and deliberate when windows are opened. Both are 
described as natural ventilation and both the ventilation rate and route will depend on the weather 
for any given set of openings, but the fortuitous ventilation cannot ever be controlled. By dili
gent opening and closing of wincbws as the weather and internal conditions change, it is possible 
that econanical and efficient ventilation can be achieved but it is nore likely that winctlws will be 
opened when the house feels 'stuffy' and left open Wltil scmeone feels a draught. As will be shown 
later the ventilation rates and corresponding heat losses may be far nore than is necessary for 
comfort. 

Control of ventilation in:plies the provision of openings in the house envelope at appropriate loca
tions and a imthod of controlling the rate and direction of air flow through these openings. 

In general the fresh air flow into a house will take place on the winct.Yard side especially down
stairs and air will leave the house on the leeward side especially upstairs. While this may seem 
to :l.zrply a general flow of fresh air through the house, this is not strictly true because DUch 
larger interchanges of air between I'OOllB arises as a result of internal temperature differences, if 
doors are open. 

Vents are COOlll3rcially available for installation through walls or window fl.'alleS which progress! vely 
throttle as the wind pressure increases but only a fan will be able to nove air out of a house 
against the wind pressure . 

Having accepted that a. nechanical extract is desirable, it is then relatively simple to arrange for 
renoval of kitchen and bathroom contaminants at source and then a relatively mdest ventilation 
rate will suffice for the living roons in the house. ' 
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The machanical system rennves the possibility that this could happen and results in a predictable 
ventilation heat loss of only 1600 kWh per year, thus the system could save as much as 10400 kWh or 
about £280 per year. 

In practice, the saving is sonewhere between these t\\O examples because houses are generally not 
heated 24 hours a day and win<Dws will not be open all the tine. 

The increased comfort which will result fran rerooving snells and nnisture from kitchens and bath
:roons, avoiding condensation in bedroom3, and supplying fresh air ·to bedroom; and living roc:m3 is 
not easy to ~ress in terns of noney but is real nevertheless. 

The cost of running the system which has t\\O 60 watt fans is about £26 per annum for a beating 
season from October to April inclusive, but about 50% of that will be returned to the house as heat 
because the supply fan is in the fresh air stream. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Ventilation control is necessary to minimise heating energy consunption in houses . While passive 
system;; and those requiring occupant participation may give satisfactory results, only a mechanical 
system can pXQvicle predictable ventilation rates and routes at all tinlas. 

An extract only system is attractive because of its low initial cost but it is difficult to ensure 
fresh air ventilation throughout the living rooDB of the house. 

A complete supply and extract systen with heat recovery is expensive to install and requires careful 
design to ensure convenient duct runs but the perfo:nnance is predictable. 

The pressurisation tests can be used to test houses for leakiness before installing a ventilation 
system. 

Conpared with opening wincbvs a full ventilation system appears to be a reasonable investment and 
the running cx:>sts are predictable. 
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Figure 1. Mechanical ventilation systeIIS 
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